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Growing urban populations and their demand for reliable efficient mobility has birthed 
various new modes of travel, especially in mobility-as-a-serivce (MaaS), also called shared 
mobility. Shared mobility services allow travelers to use transport vehicles without having to 
own them. Notable among these MaaS offerings are ride hailing & carpooling, carsharing, 
bikesharing, vanpooling, and microtransit. These new ways of getting around have 
augmented existing public mass transport systems such as trains & trams, buses, and 
shuttles. 
With so many companies offering services in each of the above mentioned markets, 
residents are tasked with subscribing to various systems/apps to enjoy marginal benefits 
from these services. Popular names in the industry include Uber, Lyft, Bolt, Blue Bikes, Lime, 
Zipcar, Grab, and many more.  Surge pricing on some of the various platforms makes travel 
expensive to consumers. To achieve maximum social benefits from these services, it is 
necessary to integrate them into a unified multi-modal transit system.
Introduction
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Passenger transport is expected to nearly triple globally from 44 trillion (2015) to 122 trillion passenger-
kilometers by 2050 (ITF, 2019). This astronomical increase in the movement of people would put a huge strain 
on existing transportation infrastructure and services. Public transport and shared mobility are expected to 
together account for over 50% of passenger-kilometers by 2050.
While these staggering figures would boost economic growth, the downsides would also be enormous. Poor 
urban air quality has resulted from over-utilizing single-rider internal combustion engines, traffic jams have 
worsened and commuters have lost productive hours on inefficient transportation systems. The ripple effects 
of inefficient transportation systems transcend even to mental and physical health. These factors provide the 
impetus for more efficient, affordable and equitable ways of travel to be developed.
The economy of the 21st century is mostly driven by activity clusters within cities. City governments have an 
incentive to foster efficient urban transit, which improves the quality of living and attracts productive 
individuals to participate in the local economy. While MaaS systems like ride hailing, carpooling and 
bikesharing have ironed out some kinks in urban transit, there is much more room for further innovation to 
optimize travel.
Demand
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Multi-modal travel is a transport system which allows a traveler to utilize different modes of transport in a 
single trip seamlessly. This concept is not new, especially in freight in which cargo typically transitions from 
vans through rail, shipping and trucking before arriving to the destination on a single contract. Learning from 
its efficiency in freight, multi-modal travel would be a game-changer in the passenger travel industry. 
Leveraging existing innovations in modern transport and incorporating them into a unified fast and efficient 
platform would require:
• Integrating Ticketing and Payments A major barrier to patronizing multiple modes of transportation is the 
various ways for booking trips that customers need to navigate. Bringing these systems together to a single 
platform opens access to travelers.
• ICT systems integration In the backend of transit operations, the ICT systems of shared-mobility providers 
need to be compatible to enable effective communication.
• Dynamic Trip Planning and Routing With dozens of travel options being operated together within a city, 
traffic distribution would evolve very rapidly, and would require dynamic real-time routing to redistribute 
load. This will encourage passengers to utilize multiple services in a single trip.
• Strong Policies New mobility options would require specific policies that discourage car ownership and single 
rider travel, while incentivizing shared mobility, transport-focused urban real estate development and 
innovation in new modes of transport
Foundations of Multi-modal Travel
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The LA Metro Area is one of the most populous in the US with about 12.4 million inhabitants. In 2016, LA was reported to 
have the worst traffic congestion in the country, costing an estimated $9.7 billion in lost productivity. The city aims to 
reduce its greenhouse gas emissions by 45% by 2025 from 1990 levels and it has recognized that reducing single occupancy 
vehicle trips is essential to achieving this target.
In 2018, the Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority (Metro) launched the Metro Vision 2028 Strategic 
Plan, a comprehensive document detailing the goals for improving passenger movement within the city. The plan aims to 
double the percentage usage of transport modes other than solo driving by:
• Ensuring that all residents live within 10 minutes walk or roll from high quality mobility options
• Capping wait times for any trip at a 15-minute maximum
• Speeding up travel on the County’s bus network by 30%
• Providing efficient options for travelers to bypass congestion
The Plan feeds into the Sustainable City pLAn of Los Angeles, which aims to cover 50+% of all journeys by foot, bike or 
public transport by 2035, and is critical to the County’s successful hosting of the 2028 summer Olympic Games. Specifically, 
Metro Vision 2028 outlines 5 comprehensive goals it seeks to achieve in the decade, which I have summarized in this 
memo.
Case: Los Angeles (LA)
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Los Angeles: Achieved Milestones
• Infrastructure Expansion The Los Angeles County 
Metropolitan Transportation Authority (Metro) built 
5 new rail lines, launched 22 Bus Rapid Transit Lines, 
added ExpressLanes to two freeways, and converted 
all agency diesel buses to run on clean natural gas.
• Policy Implementation for the Future Metro saw 
two new sales taxes passed to fund mobility 
improvements, funded improvements for bicycle 
and pedestrian connections, and launched an Office 
of Extraordinary Innovations to experiment on new 
mobility ideas.
• Partnership with Via/Lyft Metro launched pilot 
projects to provide discounted fixed rate fares for 
last mile shared rides to/from selected transit 
stations on Lyft and Via.
• Expansion of Bikesharing Metro and the Los 
Angeles Department of Transportation (LADOT) 
have installed 200 Metro Bike Share Stations in the 
county.
• Integrated Payments The TAP system provides a 
single payment system for all modes of public 
transit and is available to private service providers 
like Lyft and Via
25th Anniversary of Metro (2018) Last Mile Pilot Projects
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Los Angeles: Achieved Milestones
1993
Metro is created
The South California Rapid Transit District and 
the Los Angeles County Transportation 
Commission are merged into one Los Angeles 
County Metropolitan Transportation Authority 
(Metro) to plan, coordinate, design, build and 
operate services for LA county.
2000
Metro Rapid Pilot begins
The local express bus service in LA, Metro 
Rapid, was launched alongside the opening 
of the Red Line Extension to North 
Hollywood. Metro Rapid has hence 
complimented the Metro Local bus network 
to cut transit times for travelers.
2004
Transit-oriented Housing booms
Metro Hollywood, which was Phase 2 of Holly 
Wes, was opened and provided a combined 
120 affordable housing units whith other 
community infrastructure near transit stops. 
This began a major boost in transit-oriented 
developments (TODs) in LA County.
TAP Cards replace paper tickets
The multimodal transit payment platform, 
TAP card, was introduced to replace paper 
Day Passes. Today, the card pays for rail, bus 
and Metro Bike Share, with plans to expand 
to microtransit, ridehailing, scooters, e-bikes, 
parking and EV charging, among others.
2009
Transit Data is made public
Metro made data on the scheduling of transit 
rides available to commuters. They also 
partnered with Google to provide trip 
planning to riders through Google Maps.
2015
Office of Extraordinary Innovation opens
Metro opens this office to experiment and 
launch new mobility programs in LA to 
meet the needs of Angelinos with new 
technologies.
2009
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Los Angeles: Vision 2028 Goals
Provide high-quality mobility options that 





Deliver outstanding trip experiences for all 
users of the transportation system
Enhance communities and lives through 
mobility and access to opportunity
Transform LA County through regional 
collaboration and national leadership
Provide responsive, accountable, and 
trustworthy governance within the Metro 
organization
Metro will invest in underserved communities as quickly as possible; expand bus and the 
regional commuter rail services; improve service connectivity and safety; and manage 
passenger and freight demand through express lanes and pricing strategies.
Metro will improve security through high law enforcement visibility; ease transit by 
boosting multi-modality and making accurate trip information available to passengers; 
and enhance customer experience at all touchpoints through regular feedback.
Metro will create career pathways in transportation; promote sustainable transit-oriented 
communities (TOCs) with affordable housing; engage the public in decision-making 
through proactive outreaches; and help address homelessness through social welfare.
Metro will work with partners responsible for such sectors as streets and highways, 
housing, environment, health and social welfare to support Vision 2028; and engage 
governmental partners on mobility agendas at the state, regional and national levels.
Metro will align funding and staff resources to prioritize Vision 2028; reassess public 
policy on transportation needs; foster transparent open data access; boost Metro’s 
process efficiency; make partnership with Metro easier for market entrants; foster safety 
culture; and build a high-performing workforce.
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Singapore is a densely populated city state of over 5 million people, with only 715sq.km of residential land 
available for use. It is considered to be the second most densely populated independent country in the world. 
Singapore’s incentives for optimizing land use is clear - there is not enough space available for lateral expansion 
of road or housing infrastructure. Efficiency of housing and travel is non-negotiable if the city state is going to 
be able to manage the growing population’s economic activities.
Singapore is a leader in data-driven traffic management through their Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) – a 
complex web of data collection technologies spanning sensors, traffic and control systems, and data analysis. 
The first ITS master plan was developed in 2006 and has since evolved with improved technology.
In 2015, Singapore published an updated ITS Strategic Plan. The update – Smart Mobility 2030 – prepared by 
the Land Transport Authority (LTA) and the Intelligent Transportation Society Singapore (ITSS) details the vision, 
key strategies and focal points of the Singaporean ITS system.
Transit optimization has evolved in Singapore from an infrastructure-focused Land Transport Plan (1996), to the 
data-focused integration of their Mass Rapid Transit (MRT) network and public buses equipped with intelligent 
systems.
Case: Singapore
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Singapore: Achieved Milestones
• Smart Integrated Payment & Ticketing Singapore 
has a national standard of payment that allows e-
payment card issuers to provide cards that are 
compatible with both transport and non-transport 
payments called the Contactless e-Purse Application 
Standard (CEPAS). Singapore’s distance-based fare 
also allows commuters to make transfers between 
transit modes without incurring additional costs.
• Dynamic Trip Planning & Routing Singapore’s 
MyTransit.SG mobile version allows all commuters 
to make smart travel choices from real-time 
information. On the backend, the 
DataMall@MyTransport facilitates real-time public 
transport and traffic information sharing to industry 
players
• Extensive Traffic Data Monitoring Singapore has 
extensive installations of radar-based traffic data 
collection systems, high definition surveillance 
cameras, automated incident-detection cameras, 
fiber-optic heat detectors and various monitoring 
sensors for real-time data collection and analyses.
• Priority for Disadvantaged Population The Green 
Man Plus (GM+) is a system that assists the elderly 
and mobility challenged in crossing the road by 
extending the time allocated to crossing at traffic 
stops. Specialized B-signal junctions give buses 
priority movement through the city state. At these 
junctions, buses enjoy shorter waiting time, making 
bus transit faster and more efficient.
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Singapore: Achieved Milestones
1990
Mass Rapid Transit (MRT) System 
launched
Singapore completed its first MRT 
lines, which formed the framework 
for the construction of other MRT 
lines later.
1995
Land Transport Authority launched
Various public sector entities were 
merged to form the LTA, responsible 
for modernizing transportation in 
Singapore
2006
ITS Master Plan developed
The first well defined plan is 
developed for the development of 
Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) in 
the city state. This laid the framework 




MyTransport.SG, an integrated web 
portal for travelers; and 
DataMall@MyTransport, a real-time 
traffic data sharing protal for industry 
players, were launched to boost 
dynamic routing and multimodality.
2015
Smart Mobility 2030 launched
A new masterplan was developed to lay 
the framework which incorporates the 
newest technologies and policies required 
to build a truly smart and efficient 
multimodal transportation system.
2019
Autonomous Shuttle trial launched
Singapore launched its first on-
demand autonomous shuttle public 
trial. This marked a major milestone 
towards smarter mobility systems.
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Singapore: Smart Mobil ity 2030 Focal Areas
Singapore aims to leverage new advanced transport data 
collection technologies to feed dynamic big data processing and 
analysis which would provide reliable, timely and relevant 
information to industry players and commuters in a seamless 
manner. A huge emphasis is laid on data standardization and 
security by adapting internationally-adopted standards and best 
practices to the local context.
Singapore will boost vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) and vehicle-to-
infrastructure (V2I) communications as well as in-vehicle ITS 
telematics to enhance road safety and assist affected persons 
after accidents. Autonomous vehicles are a big part of this 
strategic plan in ensuring road safety in both public and private 
transit systems, while better addressing the first and last mile 
travel challenge by providing greater connectivity.
Singapore seeks to establish an intelligent fleet management 
system which would optimize public transport and car-sharing in 
real-time. They also aim to enhance integration between public 
transport and road operations, manage road usage demand and 
increase spatial contextual awareness on smart mobile devices. 
Finally, leveraging crowdsourcing in data collection would reduce 
dependency on sensors and other infrastructure.
Promoting the use of more energy efficient public transport 
instead of private vehicles is a low hanging fruit the city will 
implement. Singapore also aims to promote the adoption of 
environmentally-friendly vehicles, both electric and those that 
use other alternative fuels. The city will also transition to more 
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Key Learnings
• Low income communities are high impact targets
It is incontrovertible that lower income earners do not have 
many options of transit modes and tend to utilize lower cost 
public transit despite some inconveniences. Optimizing 
shared resources to best suit low income and physically 
disadvantaged citizens produces economically sustainable 
solutions which are easily scalable to serve the whole 
population.
• Green
Optimizing urban transit improves air quality. Baking green 
goals into planned solutions amplify the impact created by 
new mobility.
• Co-operation between public and private service providers 
is essential
The major pain point of city transport is the balkanized 
solutions that do not create scale economies that drive up 
efficiencies and drive down costs. Creating co-
operation/partnerships among service providers makes the 
foundation for seamless integration of resources.
• Common platform for routing, ticketing and payments
Co-operation should culminate in a single platform that 
allows access to all mobility services for routing, ticketing 
and payments.
• Extensive gathering and use of data
Most of the new mobility solutions being developed are 
good sources of data, which when analyzed together, 
expose insights for better optimization of transit modes.
The preceding analysis of solutions for sustainable city transit via multimodal travel indicate some lessons that cannot be 
overemphasized. From the geographical/socioeconomic distribution of the impact of inefficient city transit, to the 
technologies that underline the potential solutions, the following general lessons pop out.
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Recommendations
• Cities the world over should build their own localized models for 
multimodal travel according to their city layouts that best utilizes 
available infrastructure and forms a framework for innovating on new 
modes of transit.
• Particularly, cities in Asia and Africa, which are among the fastest growing 
globally, need to plan their expansion around an integrated 
transportation sector to most efficiently accommodate the urban 
population boom.
• City governments should establish or empower local public 
transportation authorities to be the adhesive for public and private 
transport service providers towards interoperable platforms.
• Strong policies should be established and implemented to ensure data 
security, open source knowledge sharing, regulated market capture and 
prioritization of selected modes of travel over others.
• Cities should insist that private transportation service providers make all 
key data available to public service planners and operators through data-
sharing policies.
• Cities must prioritize marginalized members of the community when 
targeting pilot programs of improved mobility.
• Cities need to adopt advanced data gathering and monitoring 
technologies for better insight into the state and evolution of traffic flow 
for better planning and management.
• Ticketing, payment, trip planning and routing should be integrated and 
dynamic to enhance interoperability and cost efficiency.
• The new normal after the current pandemic would drive more 
commuters to prefer single ridership. However, cities have an 
opportunity to boost capacity in public transit with enhanced social 
distancing protocols.
• The shift to multimodal travel should achieve carbon emissions reduction 
goals in addition to efficiency targets. Cities should endeavor to adopt 
electrified fleets whenever feasible, especially for public transit services.
• The international community should standardize key vehicle-to-vehicle 
(V2V) and vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) interfaces to support global 
transportation innovation.
• Innovators should consider bringing passenger transport, intra-city goods 
delivery and freight together into efficient system optimized by data.
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